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causal modeling

game theory
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bellyache about the difficulties of linking 
counterfactualism and rationalist explanation

counterfactualist approach to simple processes is often [problematically?] cumbersome

there’s more model under the hood than is [sometimes] acknowledged

closest-possible-worlds semantics are metric-sensitive
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explore an alternative, decision-theoretic 
approach to causation that eschews counterfactuals

A.P. Dawid, “Causal Inference without Counterfactuals.” 2000 JASA
[itself an allusion to Wesley Salmon, “Causality without Counterfactuals.” 1994 POS]

relies on augmented DAGs to approximate causal models for hypothetical decisionmaker

foundationals rest on classic Bayesian decision theory [e.g., Raiffa 1968, DeGroot 1970]
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extend the approach to a game-theoretic one

orients debate about what assumptions must hold to obtain causally-relevant 
estimates from observational, strategically-embedded data

encourages corpus of theoretical knowledge to move in a more unified direction,
substantively and semantically

requires very little theoretical apparatus
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extend the approach to a game-theoretic one

for the record, there shall
 be no free lunches proferred,

and mostly I’ll seem like a grump





plan for the talk

1. a smattering of thoughts on counterfactualism [with attendant appeals to authority]

2. an introduction to the decision-theoretic approach [with contrasts to potential outcomes]

3. extending the model to accommodate interdependence

4. conclusion





a smattering of thoughts on counterfactualism 
[with attendant appeals to authority]1.
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We may define a cause to be an object followed by another,
 and where all the objects, similar to the first, are followed by

 objects similar to the second. Or, in other words, where, if the
 first object had not been, the second never had existed.
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“If A were the case, C would be the case” is true in the actual 
world if and only if (i) there are no possible A-worlds; or (ii) some 

A-world where C holds is close  to the actual world than is any 
A-world where C does not hold.

Where c and e are two distinct possible events, e causally 
depends on c if and only if, if c were to occur e would occur; and if 

c were not to occur e would not occur.

what makes one world to another world?
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for our [incredibly limited!] purposes, let a world be

where this covers some game and some behavioral hypothesis.

then we need something like a metric space

to be able to discern one world from another.

but, the metric might weight some changes more than others.
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stay 
out enter

campaign retire

a

b c

now consider a counterfactual of the form 
“Had the Challenger entered... .”

if we’re being precise, this means we must find 
the closest possible world where this is true.
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all sorts of possibilities here!
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I exclude the counterfactual analysis of causation from consideration [for the six 
dominant accounts of causation] because it is most plausibly offered as an 

account of singular causation.

At any rate, difficulties that the account faces are well-known.
[Cartwright 2007]
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at the statistical level, one associated difficulty with potential outcomes is that 
we don’t know enough about the joint probability structure of the multiple 

constituent distributions

inferences may differ depending on various priors on unidentifiable
parameters of that joint distribution

the main goal here shall be to avoid this problem by focusing only on 
identifiable quantities

there will also be no postulated individual-level effects



i have a headache and wonder if it would 
help were i to take two aspirin
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extended stability
[cousin of sequential randomization]
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no unappreciated factors
[necessitates good qualitative work]
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good causal modeling in the effects-of-causes style may 
nevertheless inform a priori decisionmaking
[we can help Frost’s traveler choose well]

game-theoretic extensions might help us help the 
travelerin those cases where a bandit looms at along 

one strategically-chosen path

to be of use, [many of us] are best-served by focusing on those
phenomena where we can actually learn something about

the relevant conditional distributions so as to avoid 
pernicious influences of unidentifiable assumptions
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thanks for listening
rjcarroll@fsu.edu


